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Abstract 
The present study aims to determine the state of the Turkish flute works played by flute teachers working at Fine Arts and Sports 
High Schools and Music Education Departments of universities in Turkey and to perform an analysis of the most frequently 
played common works. The data of the study was collected through a questionnaire administered to flute teachers. Based on the 
results of the questionnaire, the first three flute works that were most frequently performed by flute teachers were analyzed based 
on the analysis method stated in the book by AydÕner (2009) entitled “Makamsal YapÕdaki 10 Piyano Eserinin Müziksel 
Analizleri ve Teknik Güçlüklerine Yönelik AlÕútÕrma Örnekleri”. It is considered that these analyses will contribute to the process 
of practicing the aforementioned flute works by teachers. 
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1. Introduction 
In Turkey, the developments in the field of music progressed rapidly following the proclamation of the Republic. 
The most important of those developments was the effects of the national awareness and the nationalist approach 
that emerged in Europe, which was also observed on Turkish music. Turkish composers wrote numerous works with 
the idea of creating a national polyphonic Turkish music. Regardless of form, with each piece composed, 
dependence on foreign sources would decrease a little more and national polyphonic Turkish music would make its 
name further abroad. Those who created works with this purpose in mind and who were called the Turkish Five 
were our first Turkish composers. Following the Turkish Five, numerous composers have been trained until our day 
and they have composed works devoted to improving Turkish music (AydÕn, 2011). 
Turkish composers have written works mainly for the violin and the piano. There are 162 works composed for the 
violin and 506 works written for the piano (Antep, 2006; ølyaso÷lu, 2007). The number of works composed for the 
flute is lower compared to those composed for the violin and the piano. In a study conducted in 2010, a total of 68 
Turkish flute works were found which had been composed for the flute (Kurtaslan, 2010:42). In this study, the 
pieces which the flute teachers working at Fine Arts and Sports High Schools (FASHS) and Music Education 
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Departments (MED) played from among the 68 Turkish flute works were determined and those that were most 
frequently performed were analyzed.  
2. Method 
     The research is a descriptive and circumstance detection oriented study. 
The universe of the study was the flute teachers working at FASHSs and MEDs in Turkey. In the study, it was 
aimed to reach the entire universe defined above, but the research was able to reach 33 of the 67 FASHSs and 20 of 
the 24 MEDs. According to these results, 33 subjects of the sampling of the study were flute teachers working at 
FASH and the other 20 subjects were flute teachers working at MEDs. 
The data for the study was collected through a questionnaire administered to flute teachers in order to determine 
the state of use of the Turkish flute works. The results of the questionnaire were presented through frequency (f) and 
percentage (%) tables. As the result of the questionnaires, 24 pieces of Turkish flute works were determined as those 
that were frequently performed by flute teachers. Nine of these works were commonly played by the flute teachers 
at FASHSs and MEDs. 
The first three common flute works that were most frequently performed by flute teachers at FASHSs and MEDs 
were analyzed based on the analysis method stated in the book by AydÕner (2009) entitled “Makamsal YapÕdaki 10 
Piyano Eserinin Müziksel Analizleri ve Teknik Güçlüklerine Yönelik AlÕútÕrma Örnekleri”. The categories to be 
used in the work analysis were determined by referring to the opinions of experts. These categories are form, 
measure sign, tonality, tempo, articulation, register, nuance, ornament and style of expression.   
3. Findings 
The works which the flute teachers at FASHS and MED most frequently performed are listed in Table 1 
according to the year they were composed. 
 
Table 1- f and % distributions of the works most frequently performed by FASHS and MED flute teachers: 
 
 
As stated in Table 1, the works and composers that were determined with this purpose in mind are: Ekrem Zeki 
Ün’s “Yunus’un MezarÕnda”, ølhan Baran’s “Dört Parça”, Selman Ada’s “Üç AvrasyalÕ” and Sayram Akdil’s “3Flüt 
ve Piyano øçin Müzik”. The four pieces determined are works that are most frequently practiced by flute teachers. 
In this section, the data obtained through the analysis of the musical elements of the three pieces most frequently 
played by flute teachers at FASHS and MED are presented. The selected works are listed according to the year in 
which each piece was composed.  
3.1. The work of Ekrem Zeki Ün entitled “Yunus’un MezarÕnda” was composed for the flute and the piano in 1933.  
Based on the findings obtained through the analysis of the musical elements of the piece, the form structure of the 
work was found as; free part A B free part C free part D. The measure sign used in parts A, B and D was 3/4, and 
the measure signs used in part C were 6/4, 3/4 and 4/4. The work was written in la minor tone. However, it is 
possible to say that the work is modal due to the frequent use of Kurdi and Hejaz modes throughout the piece. The 
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Ekrem Zeki ÜN  ‘Yunusun MezarÕnda’     1933 25 75.8 8 24.2 33 18 90 2 10 20 
ølhan BARAN  ‘Dört Parça’  1971 13 39.3 20 60.7 33 7 35 13 65 20 
Selman ADA  ‘Op.10, Üç AvrasyalÕ’              1994 17 51.6 16 48.4 33 14 70 6 30 20 
Sayram AKDøL   ‘3 Flüt ve Piyano øçin Müzik’ 1998 12 36.3 21 63.7 33 15 75 5 25 20 
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finale of the initial free part was composed in poco a poco ritenuto tempo, parts A, B and D were composed in lento, 
the 6/4 measure sign which repeats in C was written in  vivo tempo and the final free part was written in lento 
tempo. The piece introduces legato and accent articulations and its register ranges between first octave fa# and third 
octave do natural. The work includes frequent pp, p, cresc. and decresc. nuances and appoggiatura ornaments. The 
work was expressed through the use of certain styles such as ad libitum, poco a poco animato, tranquillo and 
perdendosi. 
3.2. The work of ølhan Baran entitled “Dört Parça” was composed in 1971 for two flutes and consists of four parts. 
The results of the form analysis of the parts revealed that all four parts were composed in the song form. 
“Although song forms are named after songs (all vocal works written by using human voice), these forms comprise 
not only vocal works, but also a number of instrumental works and have a wide area of application. In song forms, 
one, two and three phrases singly constitute integrity within each phrase and end with simple drone. These forms are 
named after the number of sections, such as one, two, three-phrase songs.” (Cangal, 2004: 35). 
The findings obtained through the analysis of the musical elements of “Part I” show that the part is composed of 
three sections in the form of ABA. The measure sign used in the piece was 2/2. The piece was composed in la 
minor, but the use of la-re-mi chord evokes the effects of the Buselik mode (Levent, 1996). The tempo of the piece 
was stated as  circa 96. The articulations used in the piece were martellato, portato and legato for the first flute, and 
martellato and legato for the second flute. The register of the piece was between first octave do and third octave mi 
for the first flute and between first octave do and second octave mi for the second flute. In the piece, mf, f and 
decresc. nuances were used in the first and the second flute and acciaccatura ornaments were used in the first flute. 
The piece is giocoso in character. Scherzando for the first flute and espressivo for the second flute are apparent 
styles in the piece. 
Based on the findings obtained through the analysis of the musical elements of “Part II”, the part is composed of 
three sections in the form of ABA. The piece, which was written with a measure sign of 6/8, is modal and the effects 
of mi Kurdi mode are apparent. The tempo of the piece was found to be  circa 80 and the part ended with a rit. 
Legato and portato articulations were used for the first and the second flute. The register of the piece ranges between 
first and third octave la for the first flute and between first octave do and second octave la for the second flute. P, mf 
and decresc. nuances and acciaccatura ornaments were used for the first and the second flute. The piece is affettuoso 
in character. 
According to the findings obtained through the analysis of the musical elements of “Part III”, the part is 
composed of three sections in the form of ABA. The measure sign of the piece was not signified, but measure lines 
were seen in certain places, which were in the form of 14/4 and 10/4 measure signs. The piece was ended with a 
tenuto. Part III, which was written in re minor tone, also presents certain modal effects. The tempo of the piece was 
determined as  circa 50. Legato and portato articulations were used for the first and the second flute and martellato 
articulation was used in the cadence. Furthermore, flatterzunge, which is a technique peculiar to the flute, was 
written in fff for the first flute. The register of the piece ranges between first octave re and fourth octave do for the 
first flute and between first octave re and third octave do for the second flute. P, mf, cresc. and decresc. nuances 
were used for the first and the second flute and trill ornament was used for the first flute. The piece is ‘semplice’ in 
character. The expression styles that exist in the piece for the first flute are tenuto, con brio and quasi glissando. 
The findings obtained through the analysis of the musical elements of “Part IV” show that the piece is composed 
of three sections in the form of ABA. The piece, which was written with a measure sign of 12/8, is modal and the 
effects of la Huseyni mode are prominent. The tempo of the piece was represented as  circa 160. Accent, staccato 
and legato articulations were used for the first flute and legato and staccato articulations were used for the second 
flute. The register of the piece ranges between first octave la and third octave re for the first flute and between first 
octave sol and third octave do for the second flute. Nuances are f and sempre f for the first flute and mf, f and 
sempre p for the second flute. Acciaccaturas were notated as ornament for the first flute. The piece is leggeramente 
in character. 
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3.3. Selman Ada’s “Uç Avrasyali” was composed for the flute and the piano in 1994. 
The analysis of the musical elements of part I showed that the part consists of two sections in the form of A(a-b) 
B(c-a’). This part, which was composed with a measure sign of 4/4, is in mi minor tone. The tempo of the piece was 
represented as  =100. The part involves portato, staccato, legato, non legato articulations and its register ranges 
between first octave re and third octave mi. The nuances in this part were not indicated on the notes. Part I, which 
includes acciaccatura and trill ornaments, was expressed in giocoso style. 
The analysis of the musical elements of part II showed that the part consists of three sections as A(a-a’) B(b-c) 
A(a-a’). This part, which was composed with a measure sign of 2/4, is modal and the effects of Hejaz mode are felt. 
The tempo of the piece was stated as  = 54. The part involves legato, non legato and portato articulations and its 
register ranges between first octave sol and third octave mi. The nuances in this part were not indicated on the notes. 
Part II, which involves acciaccatura, trill and mordent ornaments, was characterized through misticamente 
expression style. 
According to the findings obtained through the analysis of the musical elements of part III, the part is composed 
of two sections as AB. Part III was composed with a measure sign of 6/8 in la minor tone. The tempo specified for 
this part is  = 100. The part includes legato, non legato, staccato and portato articulations and its register ranges 
between first octave sol and third octave do. The nuances and ornaments of this part were not indicated on the notes. 
The style of expression was stated as volante. 
3.4. . Sayram Akdil’s “Üç Flüt ve Piyano øçin Müzik”, which consists of four parts, was composed for three flutes 
and piano in 1998. 
The analysis of its musical elements shows that part I is composed of three sections as ABC. Part I, which was 
composed with a measure sign of 3/4, is in mi minor tone. However, it also includes modal effects. The tempo of 
this part was stated as  = 54. The articulations used in the piece were legato and accent for the first flute and legato 
for the second and the third flute. The register of part I extends between first octave mi and third octave mi for the 
first and the second flute and between first and third octave re for the third flute. Nuances were signified as p, mf 
and decresc. for the first flute and p, mf, f, fp, cresc., decresc. for the second and the third flutes. Acciaccatura and 
appoggiatura ornaments were used for all three flutes.  The part ends morendo with the second and the third flutes. 
According to the findings obtained through the analysis of the musical elements of part II, the part is composed 
of three sections as ABC. The part, which was composed with measure signs of 4/4 and 3/4, is modal and the effects 
of Nikriz mode are prominent. The part starts with  = 88 tempo, which is ended with a rit. and continued as  = 44 
in lento tempo. Returning to tempo 1, the part is ended with a rit. Legato, non legato, staccato, accent articulations 
were used for the first, second and third flutes. The register of the part extends between first octave re and third 
octave mi for the first flute, between first octave mi and third octave fa for the second flute and between first octave 
mi and third octave mi for the third flute. The nuances are stated in the forms of p, f, ff, cresc. for the first flute, p, f, 
ff for the second flute and p, mf, f, ff, cresc. for the third flute. Ornaments were not used. The transition to lento 
tempo in the second flute was stated as a piaccere. 
The analysis of the musical elements shows that Part III was composed in a free style. A measure sign was not 
stated for this part, which was based on  = 44 tempo. The effects of Saba mode are apparent in this modal part. 
Legato, non legato and accent articulations were used for the first, second and third flutes. The register of the part 
extends between first octave fa# and second octave la  for the first flute, between first and second octave la for the 
second flute and between first octave re and la for the third flute. The ornaments used in the piece were appoggiatura 
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and acciaccatura for the first flute and only appoggiatura for the third flute. Nuances were stated as p, mf, cresc. and 
decresc. for the first, second and third flutes. The end of the part was stated as morendo for all three flutes. 
The analysis of the musical elements of part IV showed that the part consists of three sections as ABC. This final 
part, which was composed with measure signs of 4/4 and 2/4, is in mi minor tone. However, it also includes modal 
effects. The tempos used in this part were stated as  = 66,  = 88,  = 44 and the cadence was specified as  = 44. 
The tempos that were given as   =66 and  =88 were ended with a rit. The articulations that were used for the first, 
second and third flutes were legato, non legato, staccato and acciaccatura. The register of part IV extends between 
first octave re and third octave la for the first flute, between first octave mi and third octave fa  for the second flute 
and between first octave re and third octave mi for the third flute. The nuances that the piece includes were stated as 
mf, f, ff, p, cresc. and decresc. for the first flute and as mf, f, ff, p and cresc. for the second and third flutes. The 
ornament used for the first and the second flute was trill. The part was expressed through piaccere in the first and the 
second flute and the end of the part was stated as piu mosso for all three flutes.  
 
4. Results 
Flute teachers mostly played works written for the flute and the piano. It is seen that the four works which the 
flute teachers most frequently practiced are mostly pieces that have modal effects. When the works are examined in 
terms of their measure signs, it is understood that some of the works do not have measure signs (ølhan Baran’s “Part 
III”, Part III of Sayram Akdil’s “Üç Flüt ve Piyano øçin Müzik”) and variability is observed in the measure signs of 
certain others (Ekrem Zeki Ün’s “Yunus’un MezarÕnda”, ølhan Baran’s “Part III”, Part II and IV of Sayram Akdil’s 
“Üç Flüt ve Piyano øçin Müzik”). When the articulations used in the works are viewed, it is seen that “legato” is 
commonly used in all the works studied. The registers of the works generally extend between the first and the third 
octaves, but the use of the first and the fourth octave registers in ølhan Baran’s “Part III” shows that this part has a 
wider register compared to other works. When the nuances used in the works are examined, it can be seen that the 
nuances range from pp to fff; however, nuances were not stated on the notes in Selman Ada’s suite entitled “Üç 
AvrasyalÕ”. In this aspect, the suite differs from the other works.     
 
5. Suggestions 
 The work analysis method that consists of nine categories can be used for the analysis of larger number of 
works. The analyses performed in the study could be suggested for use, considering that they facilitate the process of 
identifying and practicing the work. The present study, which was carried out based on the analysis of the musical 
elements of Turkish flute works, is one of the rare studies in this field. The work analysis method which consists of 
nine categories could be suggested for use through modeling or improving particularly in further studies to be 
conducted in this area.  
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